Protein Domains of Unknown Function Are Essential in Bacteria
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ABSTRACT More than 20% of all protein domains are currently annotated as “domains of unknown function” (DUFs). About 2,700 DUFs are found in bacteria compared with just over 1,500 in eukaryotes. Over 800 DUFs are shared between bacteria and eukaryotes, and about 300 of these are also present in archaea. A total of 2,786 bacterial Pfam domains even occur in animals, including 320 DUFs. Evolutionary conservation suggests that many of these DUFs are important. Here we show that 355 essential proteins in 16 model bacterial species contain 238 DUFs, most of which represent single-domain proteins, clearly establishing the biological essentiality of DUFs. We suggest that experimental research should focus on conserved and essential DUFs (eDUFs) for functional analysis given their important function and wide taxonomic distribution, including bacterial pathogens.

IMPORTANCE The functional units of proteins are domains. Typically, each domain has a distinct structure and function. Genomes encode thousands of domains, and many of the domains have no known function (domains of unknown function [DUFs]). They are often ignored as of little relevance, given that many of them are found in only a few genomes. Here we show that many DUFs are essential DUFs (eDUFs) based on their presence in essential proteins. We also show that eDUFs are often essential even if they are found in relatively few genomes. However, in general, more common DUFs are more often essential than rare DUFs.

Most proteins are built of one or several domains that serve as the key mediators for their function(s). Given the ease of sequence acquisition today, the classic definition of a domain as an independently folding, and largely independent, tertiary structural unit is often replaced by a sequence-based “domain” concept, outside structural biology (1, 2). Segmenting proteins based on homology alone (3) is powerful because it does not require a representative with a known structure, and the initial predictions are largely automatable. Over time, structure determination can refine the domain boundaries. However, a large proportion of protein functional insights today are derived experimentally before three-dimensional (3D) structural information becomes available.

A variety of sequence-based domain collections exists; however, there is substantial overlap among databases (3). InterPro, which integrates Pfam as well as other sequence signatures, covers a large proportion of the protein sequences in the UniProt database and offers a good initial understanding of domain diversity (see Table S1A in the supplemental material). The Pfam database (if one includes Pfam B which contains automatically generated domain annotations) currently lists about 15,000 protein families (4). For example, the genome of Escherichia coli K-12 (MG1655) encodes 5,475 recognizable domains that are classified into 2,407 families in Pfam 26.0. The most highly represented domain in E. coli, the ATP-binding domain of the ABC transporter family (Pfam accession no. PF00005), is detected in 78 proteins with a total of 95 copies in the K-12 strain.

Sequence-based domain assignment requires detectable homology between several protein fragments. However, very few proteins or domains are universally conserved across all species. In 2010 (Pfam release 23.0), only 16% of all characterized domains were found in all kingdoms of life (but not necessarily in all species) (5). The number of recurrent domains by the sequence-based definition is about 3 orders of magnitude smaller than the number of species (thousands versus millions). A majority of these recurrent domains can be presumed to correspond to independently folding fragments that are more likely tractable in the laboratory than full-length proteins, especially in medium- or high-throughput experiments (6).

Domain assignments have become an effective starting point for studying and understanding molecular biology across the bewildering multitude of species. However, despite decades of research, more than 20% of all domains in the Pfam database, the ~3,600 so-called domains of unknown function (DUFs) (4) remain poorly understood (5). Pfam’s DUF families are composed entirely of functionally uncharacterized protein fragments when they are assigned by the curators. New information about individual members may emerge before the next time assignment is reconsidered. However, in most instances, DUFs are in need of further study before they can be as informative as other Pfam domains. Taxonomically, about 9% of the DUFs in Pfam release 23.0 spanned all domains of life (Bacteria, Archaea, and Eukarya), while nearly half (43%) had been detected only in bacteria. An-
other 19% were only found in eukaryotes, and 3% were restricted to archaea (5).

The importance of prioritizing DUFs has been recognized in various experimental and/or computational characterization efforts (4, 5, 7). Bateman et al. (5) discussed DUFs from a structural perspective without providing specific information or prioritization for experimental study. In contrast, Dessailly et al. (8) prioritized the most phylogenetically common domains for crystallization but did not focus on DUFs in their approach. While many conserved domains have been preferred targets in previous studies (7), there has been no global attempt to provide a priority list for bacterial proteins. Related projects such as CALIPHO (Computer and Laboratory Investigation of Proteins of Human Origin) (9) focus on the approximately 5,000 human proteins with unknown function. However, highly conserved proteins may yield insights into the biology of many processes and species. Here we examine DUFs from a microbiological perspective and focus on the prospects of targeting DUFs found in bacteria. Not only is sequence information from culturable and unculturable bacterial isolates increasing faster than for other taxonomic groups, but bacterial proteins are also more tractable by high-throughput experiments in the laboratory, not the least because of their availability as complete clone sets (10). The bacterial kingdom also makes a substantive contribution to human infectious disease burden and death (11), which calls for a better understanding of the protein complement of pathogenic species. Here we attempted to identify DUFs that should be rewarding targets for experimental analysis in bacteria, and bacterial pathogens in particular. We identified DUFs that are not only highly conserved but that are essential in at least one species. Many of these uncharacterized bacterial domains are also found in eukaryotes, hence experimental analysis of these prokaryotic representatives should also shed light on the biology of higher life forms.

**Results.** For the domain survey presented here, we focused on Pfam even though we have used several other databases (see Table S1A in the supplemental material). The phylogenetic diversity of domains was investigated using the NCBI taxonomy, iTOL, and the PATRIC database (see Methods for details).

(i) **Phylogenetic diversity of DUFs.** Domains of unknown function occur in large numbers in all kingdoms of life, ranging from about just over 1,500 in eukaryotes to 2,704 in bacteria (see Table S1B and Fig. S1 in the supplemental material). However, DUFs represent a much greater proportion of domains in bacteria than they do in other kingdoms with about one-third of all detected domains being DUFs. This is surprising, as a large number of DUFs are shared between bacteria and other domains of life (Fig. S1). There are nearly 900 DUFs in common between bacteria and archaea. In fact, more than 300 DUFs are found in all three kingdoms of life (Fig. S1). It is noteworthy that over three times as many DUFs have been defined in bacteria as in plants, the kingdom with the next-highest DUF count, although the difference may be explained largely by the different numbers of completely sequenced genomes from the two kingdoms. According to InterPro (36.0) (12), 2,702 bacterial domains are also present in animals, including 311 DUFs (Table S1B).

Among bacterial phyla, we observe a trend for larger phyla to have proportionally more DUFs, reflecting their larger genetic diversity (see Fig. S2A in the supplemental material). For example, 31% of proteobacterial domains are DUFs, while this fraction is only 25% for Actinobacteria and 21% for Spirochaetes. For these three phyla, the total numbers of domains annotated in Pfam 26.0 are 6,203, 4,029, and 2,966, respectively. This trend is evident despite the fact that the discovery of new domains and DUFs inevitably tapers off as more strains in a phylum are sequenced (Fig. S2B). It is also curious that DUFs tend to occur in relatively larger proteins in eukaryotes but relatively smaller proteins in bacteria (Fig. S3). The size distribution of DUF-containing proteins in bacteria appears skewed away from larger proteins compared to other bacterial proteins (Fig. S3, top left); therefore, this observation is not merely a reflection of generally different protein lengths in eukaryotes and bacteria. Moreover, the majority of eukaryotic proteins contain numbers of annotated domains that are comparable to those found in bacterial proteins (Fig. S3, right).

We have compiled 3,427 DUFs in Table S1C in the supplemental material, ranked by the number of fully sequenced bacterial genomes in which they are present. The first 24 DUFs are present in 500 or more species and usually in both eukaryotes and prokaryotes, as well as distributed over the great majority of bacterial phyla. While these protein domains are less common across archaea or fungi, most of them are present in more than 20% of all genomes. Distribution of the top 50 DUFs across taxa is rather variable, often as high as 80 to 90%, but occasionally as low as 15% of bacterial families are represented (where representation is defined as at least one genome in the family possessing the particular DUF). For example, the top-ranked DUF, DUF933, is present in 1,000 species represented by 1,495 completely sequenced genomes (Table S1C and S1D). In contrast, DUF177, ranked 5th, is missing in archaea and fungi and present in eukaryotes in only a few instances. Nevertheless, the domain is present in most bacteria, including 206 bacterial families and 859 completely sequenced bacterial species.

(ii) **Structural representation of DUFs.** Currently, structures of about 5,000 (36%) of the nearly 15,000 Pfam domains have been characterized, including 379 (10.5%) of the ~3,600 Pfam DUFs. A table of the top 20 most common DUFs (ranked by the number of sequenced bacterial genomes) for which a structure has been deposited in Protein Data Bank (PDB) (13) is provided in Table S1E in the supplemental material.

(iii) **Many DUFs are essential.** Across the 19 bacterial species represented in the Database of Essential Genes (DEG) (14), more than 10,000 essential genes have been identified (including redundancies). We found 393 of these proteins to contain at least one of 255 different DUFs (see Table S1F in the supplemental material). While 83 of those proteins contain multiple domains, the remainder appears to contain only the DUF. This clearly establishes these DUFs as essential DUFs (eDUFs). All model organisms that have been analyzed this way contain eDUFs (Fig. 1). Although the total number of domains for these model organisms has slightly decreased over the past 5 years (Pfam v23 versus v26), the numbers of DUFs and eDUFs have markedly increased (from 282 and 77 to 359 and 89, respectively, in E. coli [data not shown]). We explain the substantial increase in DUF numbers by the dramatic increase in available genome sequences which allowed new domains to be recognized by Pfam’s comparative approach. Interestingly, we found three domains that occur both in essential multidomain proteins as well as essential single-domain proteins so that domains are likely to be essential in the multidomain configuration as well: DUF31 (Pfam accession no. PF01732) is a predicted peptidase domain that is also found in two essential Mycoplasma proteins together with another peptidase domain (Pfam accession no.
PF00949). Similarly, DUF59 (Pfam accession no. PF01883) is found in a series of proteins of various functions in Mycobacterium and Caulobacter, but usually in combination with PF10609, an ATPase-like domain. Finally, DUF161 (Pfam accession no. PF02588) is found as an essential single-domain and multidomain protein in combination with DUF2179, another DUF (Pfam accession no. PF10035).

Interestingly, there does not seem to be a strong correlation between phylogenetic conservation and essentiality (Fig. 2). While highly conserved DUFs are more likely to be essential, poorly conserved DUFs (as measured by the number of genomes they are found in) are still essential in many cases. Our data set contains essential proteins that contain both known and unknown domains, but surprisingly, the majority of essential proteins containing DUFs contains only the eDUF (see Table S1F in the supplemental material).

(iv) Functional clues from attributes of DUF-containing proteins. This study is not primarily concerned with protein function prediction but rather relies on existing database annotations. However, we tried to obtain rough estimates of what functions might be associated with specific DUFs, using a simple subtractive protocol on transferred annotations (see Methods). Briefly, we collected potential functional attributes for the DUF-containing proteins found in 10 model bacteria (1,786 of all 3,601 known DUFs). Then, we derived very preliminary speculative clues for 31 of the top 50 bacterial DUFs as a starting point for experimental research by comparing full-length protein annotations in UniProt with domain-specific curated annotations in the Pfam2GO list (15) for all known domains in each protein. Additionally, we extended our view by considering STRING database (version 9.0) (16) predictions. As one has to expect, for functionally uncharacterized families, most predicted attributes remain relatively general and include “functions” such as ATP binding or relate to rather broad biological processes such as transcription. The potential attributes of nine DUFs indicate an integral membrane subcellular location, which may partly explain why the functions of these domains have remained unknown, given the difficulty of studying membrane proteins. Many of the top 50 bacterial DUFs also have functional associations that point to metabolic pathways. Since deeper functional predictions are beyond the scope of this paper, we refrain from a more detailed discussion of the clues shown in Table S1G in the supplemental material and refer the reader to more specialized studies (17–20).

(v) Domains in bacterial pathogens and model organisms. Interestingly, all of the top 50 DUFs (by the number of sequenced bacterial genomes) are found in at least one functionally annotated protein in 13 model organisms, 10 bacterial organisms and 3 eukaryotic organisms (see Table S1H in the supplemental materi-
rial). In 41 cases, a DUF is found in an annotated protein in more than one of these organisms. Seventeen of the top 50 DUFs occur in 32 proteins as the only identified domains—i.e., proteins that consist entirely of DUFs (data not shown). We speculate that these proteins may well be some of the most interesting targets for future research in this field.

We have compiled domain and DUF counts for 13 model organisms (including Homo sapiens) and important pathogens for which complete open reading frame (ORF) clone sets are available (see Table S1H in the supplemental material). Studies of these few selected organisms will allow researchers to extrapolate functional data to a large number of other genomes and organisms. We have also included Homo sapiens as the target of those pathogens and as a model for a higher eukaryote. As stated above, all species encode dozens, and more frequently, hundreds of DUFs awaiting functional characterization.

Discussion and conclusion. Independently of our study, the Protein Structural Initiative (PSI) has pointed out (8) that many of the domains currently without known function may be widespread in the tree of life, even if found predominantly in bacteria. This survey supports this view, as many of the most prevalent DUFs in bacteria are also found in animals, plants, and other phyla. Thus, studying bacterial DUFs is important for understanding not only microbiology but also molecular biology in general.

Many of the widespread DUFs must have important functions, even if they are not essential in standard mutant screens. For instance, DUF143, one of the most common DUFs, occurring in both bacteria and eukaryotes (but not in archaea), has been placed in the top 10 list of “unknown” proteins by Galperin and Koonin (21). Its deletion in E. coli showed no obvious phenotype (22). However, we recently showed that this protein is essential when cells are starved (7), a situation that is not commonly used in mutant screens in the laboratory. In fact, this function is probably conserved in all bacteria, although its role may be different in eukaryotes (where it is localized to mitochondria) (23, 24).

The functional analysis of DUFs will require concerted efforts, including crystallization, protein interaction screens, phenotyping of mutants, and more-specific functional assays. General predictions should also allow us to determine the experimental direction required to find the precise function of DUFs. For instance, DUFs predicted to be enzymes can be screened for potential substrates or activities while protein interaction domains need to be screened for interaction partners. We hope that our ranking list of DUFs will help the scientific community to find the most interesting, most important, and taxonomically most widespread DUFs to be identified and analyzed.

Methods. (i) Data sources. Domain, protein, and phylogenetic information for all kingdoms of life was obtained from the databases listed in Table S1A and Fig. S4A in the supplemental material. We specifically focused on the 1,540 bacterial, 290 eukaryotic, and 120 archaeal organisms with completely sequenced genomes represented in UniProt (version 2012_06) (25). Domains named DUFxxx where xxx is the number for the DUF or containing “unknown function” in the name were collected from Pfam (version 26.0) and make up the list of DUFs considered in this study. NCBI taxonomic identifiers associated with DUFs versus non-DUFs were obtained from UniProt. Identifiers for strains and species were mapped to higher taxonomic taxa, particularly phyla and kingdoms, for analysis and visualization (Fig. S4B). Essentiality information was obtained from the Database of Essential Genes version 8.5 (14).

(ii) Phylogenetic analysis. DUF and all-domain lists were generated for all kingdoms and phyla. Phylogenetic membership for each protein was defined by strain-specific taxonomic identifiers assigned in UniProt. DUFs/domains found in proteins belonging to a particular (sequenced) bacterial strain were said to be present in the phylum/kingdom containing the strain. Strain to phylum mapping was performed according to the NCBI hierarchy (a summary sheet for this hierarchy can be found on the NCBI taxonomy site ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pub/taxonomy/). Domain and DUF representation among 1,123 pathogenic bacterial strains recorded in PATRIC (26) was also calculated. This was achieved by adding a filtering step in the script described above, by which only proteins belonging to these PATRIC strains were used to count domains/DUFs. The results were then ranked by prevalence among sequenced bacterial genomes. Subsequent analyses focused on the top 50 DUFs according to this ranking. Representation by total genome count, total bacterial pathogen count, total protein count, structure (PDB), and protein length, was measured. A local version of the UniProt database, consisting of both Swiss-Prot and TrEMBL (UniProt releases from 3 October 2012 and 25 January 2012, respectively), was used. A bacterial pathogen was defined as a member of the 1,123 PATRIC bacterial strains that were linked to at least one disease (May 2012 release). For the PDB analysis, both Pfam-A.full and Pfam-A.seed of the Pfam database version 26.0 were used. Finally, data relating to domain and DUF counts for bacterial phyla were mapped onto pie chart data types on the iTOL website (27) using a definition file with one representative organism (selected somewhat arbitrarily) per phylum.

(iii) Functional clues. For a sample of 13 model organisms (10 bacterial and 3 eukaryotic organisms), any proteins containing one or more of the top 50 DUFs (ranked again as described above) in UniProt with functional annotation were collected. For the same proteins, the functions of partner proteins recorded in the STRING database (version 9.0) (16), a resource of experimentally or highly confidently predicted interactions, were used as a second (indirect) source of functional attributes that might possibly be associated with these DUF-containing proteins. Only STRING partners with at least a score of 700 (of the maximum 1,000) were considered. Our specifically DUF-focused analyses used proteins from only the 10 bacterial model organisms. All Gene Ontology (GO) terms accompanying each of the (full-length) proteins in UniProt were collected, then we removed GO terms associated with any non-DUF domains according to the (largely manually curated) Pfam2GO mapping on the Gene Ontology Consortium website (http://www.geneontology.org/external2go/pfam2go) (28). Any remaining GO terms were considered to be functional clues for the DUF(s) in the protein. The coverage of the Pfam2GO file was limited (~4,000 domains or ~25% of Pfam). Therefore, to avoid ambiguity of GO term assignment, no inferences were drawn from proteins with non-DUF domains not in the mapping file. This inference protocol for DUF-associated GO terms is illustrated in Fig. S5 in the supplemental material.

For the STRING-based contribution to the analysis, GO terms were collected from STRING version 9.0 for predicted functional partners of all proteins containing a DUF; no removal of non-DUF-specific GO terms was performed. GO terms found in at least 50% of all functional partners of all proteins with a particular
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DUFs were included as hypothetical functions for that DUF, if they were not too general. To avoid overly general GO term functions (e.g., “molecular function” or “binding”), only GO terms at a depth greater than 3 in the GO hierarchy were included. This functional inference method is illustrated in Fig. S5 in the supplemental material.

(iv) **Essentiality analysis—eDUFs.** The Database of Essential Genes (DEG) version 8.5 (last updated July 2013) was used to define essential proteins. Entrez GI numbers from DEG were mapped to UniProt accession numbers. UniProt was also used to provide a list of domains/DUFs for each DEG protein. Pfam annotation from a recent Pfam release (v26; September 2012) as well as an earlier release (v23; July 2008) was used to investigate how the numbers of essential DUFs change over time. The 355 DEG proteins with DUFs were analyzed to define essential DUFs. This combinatorial analysis was carried out using the following definitions for cases of essential and nonessential domains. Essential domains were defined using three cases: single-domain essential proteins, unique domains in multiple essential proteins (e.g., cases of the form A-B-C and C-D-E, where C is the inferred essential domain), and by comparison with nonessential proteins of similar domain membership (i.e., cases of the form A-B-C essential, where A and B are nonessential proteins). Nonessential domains were also defined as those that are not present in any essential proteins (case 1) or those in essential proteins only when all other domains are essential (case 2). Because defining nonessential domains helps define essential domains by removing potentially essential domains from each protein’s domain composition, these 5 cases were identified iteratively until no further essential domains could be found. Finally, the DUFs among the essential domains were labeled eDUFs (see Table S1F in the supplemental material).
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